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Trimmer Starting Systems: Troy-Bilt and Bolens 
1. TROY-BILT ASSIST SPRING (AST)          
DESCRIPTION:

The Spring assisted starter is used on Troy-Bilt models 
TB25CS (41CDT25G063) and TB75 (41DDT75G063).  
These models will see limited introduction into test 
markets for the 2003 growing season, with potential 
rollout on a national basis afterwards.

The AST system works in conjunction with the E-Z 
Start system to make the Troy-Bilt string trimmers the 
least technique sensitive trimmers on the market in 
terms of starting.  The AST system allows the customer 
to pull the recoil rope at any pace they please, yet still 
generate enough force to start the engine.

The system is simple, and adds a grand total of two 
parts to the trimmer: a recoil pulley assembly, which 
includes an accumulator spring.  As the rope is pulled, 
the accumulator spring winds-up.  When the force on 
the accumulator spring over-comes the engine com-
pression, it releases it’s accumulated energy, spinning 
the crankshaft rapidly.   

1.1. Changes to the starter housing last year, com-
bined with the addition of the AST system have 
necessitated slight changes to the suggested 
procedure for servicing the recoil starter. See 
Figure 1.1.               

NOTE:   Some technicians may find it faster to 
avoid disturbing the routing of the throttle cable 
and ground wire by using the following proce-
dure.

Figure 1.1

Conduit for 
throttle cable and
ground wire
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1.2. Drain the fuel tank if necessary, so that the trim-
mer can be turned-over with no risk of spillage.  

1.3. Position the trimmer upside-down, and discon-
nect the spark plug H.T. lead.  

1.4. Remove the four screws holding the air filter and 
muffler cover using a T-20 driver.                      
See Figure 1.4.

1.5. Pivot the air filter / muffler cover away from the 
muffler, then push it toward the fuel tank (down) 
to disengage the E-Z Start lever from the hexag-
onal knob on the carburetor.

1.6. Remove the spark plug using a 5/8” wrench. 

Figure 1.4

Air filter and 
muffler cover

Mounting
screws (4)

Spark Plug

H.T. LeadShroud extension / stand
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1.7. Remove the screw that holds the shroud exten-
sion /stand to the starter housing assembly 
using a T-20 driver, and lift away the shroud 
extension / stand. See Figure 1.7.

1.8. Remove the screws that hold the two halves of 
the throttle housing together using a T-20 driver.  
It is not neccessary to remove the screw that 
secures the left half to the boom.

1.9. Slip the right half of the throttle housing clear of 
the clutch housing, and separate it from the 
boom. See Figure 1.9.

1.10. The throttle trigger, return spring, throttle cable, 
stop switch, and ground wires can be secured to 
the throttle housing with a rubber band, or 
allowed to hang free.  Note the routing of the 
cable and wires.

1.11. Cut one of the small cable ties securing the con-
duit that the cable and wires pass through 
between the throttle housing and the starter 
housing assembly.

1.12. Remove the three screws that hold the clutch 
housing assembly to the starter housing assem-
bly using a T-20 driver, and separate the two 
assemblies.    See Figure 1.12.

NOTE: With the slack provided by disassem-
bling the throttle housing, it is not neccessary to 
disconnect the carburetor end of the throttle 
cable, nor is it neccessary to disconnect the 
ground wires from the ignition module.

Figure 1.7

Starter housing
assembly

 
Shroud extension
 / stand

Clutch 
housing
assembly

Figure 1.9

              Right half of
         throttle housing 

Stop 
switch

trigger
Throttle

Figure 1.12

Clutch housing assembly

clutch drum 
assembly
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1.13. A change has been made to the upper drive 
shaft assembly used on Quick-link and E-Z Link 
(split boom) trimmers during this past year.  In 
previous years, there was tapered compression 
spring that surrounded the nose of the clutch 
drum, and applied pressure to the core of the 
drive shaft.  The spring has been eliminated.  
See Figure 1.13.

  

NOTE: The spring made the connection of the 
lower boom less sensitive to the correct align-
ment of the square drive shaft cores.  If it was 
lost though, the upper driveshaft assembly 
would not properly engage the lower driveshaft 
assembly. This would result in damage to the 
driveshaft cores.  

NOTE: Current service stock does not require 
the spring.  If an upper driveshaft assembly is 
replaced, discard the old spring.

1.14. Insert a length of starter rope into the spark plug 
hole, filling the cylinder.  This will act as a soft 
piston stop, so that the clutch drum can be easily 
removed.

Figure 1.13

Previous 
location of
compression
spring 
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1.15. The clutch drum is held to the crankshaft by a 
machine screw.  With the piston blocked to keep 
the crankshaft from turning, insert a T25 driver 
into the opening in the end of the clutch drum.  
Loosen the screw by turning the driver counter-
clockwise. See Figure 1.15.

1.16. Remove the clutch drum. See Figure 1.16.

NOTE: There is a thrust washer that fits 
between the clutch drum and the clutch rotor.  It 
is easily lost.

Figure 1.15

Starter rope in spark plug hole

T25 Driver

Figure 1.16

                  Clutch drum

  Thrust washer

Clutch rotor
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1.17. Use  M.T.D.S.W.  clutch  removal  tool # 791-
180919 and a 3/4” wrench to remove the clutch 
rotor from the crankshaft.                             

1.18. Remove the large flat washer that is sandwiched 
between the clutch rotor and the end of the 
spacer tube. See Figure 1.18.

1.19. Remove the four screws that hold the starter 
housing assembly to the engine using a T-20 
driver, and lift the housing off of the engine.     
See Figure 1.19.

1.20. Without removing the throttle cable and ground 
wires, the starter housing assembly can be 
turned-over for access to the recoil starter com-
ponents.  

1.21. Remove the pressure plate assembly using a T-
20 driver. See Figure 1.21.

NOTE: Cables are routed through notches in 
starter housing assembly.

NOTE: Eye protection should be worn for all 
steps performed with the pressure plate 
removed.

1.22. If the recoil rope has not already ben de-ten-
sioned by breakage, remove the starter handle 
and relive tension from the rope.

1.23. Carefully remove the pulley retainer.                 
See Figure 1.23.

Figure 1.18

Flat Washer

Clutch removal tool 
(791-180919)

Clutch rotor

Figure 1.19

Screws holding 
starter housing 
assembly to engine

Figure 1.21

Notches 
for cables

Pressure plate
assembly

Figure 1.23
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1.24. The recoil pulley assembly (P/N 753-04459) can 
be easily removed, using care not to release 
either the recoil spring or the starter assist 
spring. See Figure 1.24.

1.25. The recoil pulley assembly consists of three 
parts: the inner pulley, the starter assist (accu-
mulator) spring, and the outer pulley.  See Fig-
ure 1.25. 

1.26. When the recoil rope is pulled, it rotates the 
outer pulley, winding-up the starter assist spring.  
When the spring accumulates enough force to 
over-come the compression of the engine, it 
releases its energy, spinning the inner pulley and 
the flywheel rapidly.  This allows the operator to 

Figure 1.24

pulley
assembly

Recoil 

Recoil spring
(enclosed)

Figure 1.25

Inner pulley

Outer pulley

          Starter assist spring
          (accumulator spring)
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pull the recoil rope slowly, yet still generate 
enough cranking speed to start the engine.

1.27. If the recoil ailed to retract, inspect the recoil 
spring.  It should remain seated in the starter 
housing assembly unless removed for inspec-
tion. See Figure 1.27.

1.28. Install a new recoil rope in the recoil pulley 
assembly. See Figure 1.28.

1.29. Lightly lubricate the column that the recoil pulley 
assembly fits over.  Install the pulley assembly 
into the starter housing assembly, with the end of 
the recoil rope passing through the eyelet.   

Figure 1.27

NOTE:
hook on spring
seats in notch

Figure 1.28

Inner pulley

Starter assist spring
(accumulator spring)

Outer pulley
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1.30. Slip knot the recoil rope to keep it from getting 
pulled back through the eyelet, then wind the 
rope onto the pulley until there is enough tension 
to consistently draw the recoil handle up against 
the eyelet.  See Figure 1.30.

1.31. Secure the recoil handle to the rope suing two 
half hitches, then release the slip knot.             
See Figure 1.31.

1.32. Install the pulley retainer using a deep socket to 
apply even pressure to the retainer.                 
See Figure 1.32.

NOTE: The new retainer, P/N: 753-04288 has a 
smaller O.D. than previous production. 

1.33. Check the clearance between the pulley and the 
retainer.  It should be between .015” and .030”. 
See Figure 1.33.

1.34. Test the operation of the recoil before completing 
assembly.

Figure 1.30

Notch

Wind

Slip knot

Figure 1.31

Figure 1.32

Figure 1.33
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1.35. Install the pressure plate and position the ground 
wires in their notches so that they do not fowl 
any rotating components or get pinched.                 
See Figure 1.35.

1.36. Assemble the powerhead, and install it on the 
boom.  Review disassembly procedures if nec-
cessary.

1.37. Pay close attention to the position of the ground 
wires and throttle cable when assembling the 
throttle housing.   See Figure 1.37.

1.38. Test run the trimmer, and return it to service.

Figure 1.35

Figure 1.37

Momentary contact
stop switch

Throttle
return spring NOTE: Correct routing

of throttle cable and ground wires
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2. BOLENS MECHANICAL COMPRESSION 
RELEASE (MCR) SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:

The MCR system is used on Bolens modelsBL100 
(41CD100G160) and BL150 (41CD150G160).  These 
models will see limited introduction into test markets for 
the 2003 growing season, with potential rollout on a 
national basis afterwards.

The increase in compression that came with the elimi-
nation of whisker ports last year has increased the 
effort neccessary to pull the recoil rope.  The whisker 
ports were eliminated to help the trimmers meet EPA 
standards.  

2.1. To counter-act this change, a mechanical com-
pression release has been added to the Bolens 
trimmers, reducing recoil effort, and making the 
engines easier to start.  See Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1

Choke lever operates
Mechanical Compression
Release

“B”
1/2 choke

    closed
    choke

Clutchless Bolens 
brand trimmer

“C”
choke

Place choke lever in 
notch to remove air
filter and muffler
cover.

 open
“A”
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2.2. A compression release valve is actuated by a 
cable connected to the choke lever.                  
See Figure 2.2.

2.3. When the choke is closed (position “A”) the 
cable is slack. See Figure 2.3.

2.4. The MCR valve is open (cable slack), bleeding-
off compression in the “A” (choke fully closed) 
position.

 

2.5. With the MCR valve open (choke closed), com-
pression in the cylinder will be about 25 P.S.I. 
See Figure 2.5.

2.6. When the choke lever is partially open (1/2 
choke), the cable is still slack, allowing the MCR 
valve to stay open, relieving compression.       
See Figure 2.6.

2.7. When the choke lever is moved to the “C” (choke 
fully open) position, for normal operation, the 
cable is pulled tight.

Figure 2.2

Choke lever

Air filter and
muffler cover 
removed

      MCR valve

MCR cable

Figure 2.3

Choke plate closed

MCR 
cable

        Stop 

(slack)

         tab

Inset: MCR valve

Figure 2.5

Position ”A”
Choke fully closed,
cable slack
MCR valve open

Reduced compression

Figure 2.6

Position “B”
1/2 choke,
cable not tight,
MCR valve open

Reduced compression
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2.8. Pulling the cable tight allows the MCR valve to 
close, and full compression is achieved.         
See Figure 2.8.

2.9. With the MCR valve closed, the cylinder com-
pression goes up to about 150 P.S.I.                
See Figure 2.9.

2.10. Remove the air filter and muffler cover as well as 
the shroud extension / stand to gain access to 
the MCR valve. 

Figure 2.8

Inset: MCR valve

Figure 2.9

         is tight.cable
                 closed, MCR valve   
choke fully open, 
Position “C”,        

Full compression
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2.11. The valve can be removed using a  7/16” open-
end wrench. See Figure 2.11.

2.12. Use caution not to bend the spring arm on 
removal or installation. See Figure 2.12.

Figure 2.11

Figure 2.12

MCR valve 
removed
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2.13. The spring arm that the cable connects to pulls 
down against the stem of the MCR valve, 
squeezing the compression spring that sur-
rounds the valve stem, and opening the valve 
unless the MCR cable pulls the spring arm away 
from the valve. See Figure 2.13.

2.14. The MCR valve must be installed with the stop 
tab rotated clockwise against the cylinder head 
and the spring pushed up and to the right.       
See Figure 2.14.

2.15. The MCR valve should be tightened to a torque 
of 25-35 in-lbs.  This can be done with a modi-
fied deep 7/16”  socket. See Figure 2.15.

2.16. The socket can be modified by grinding a clear-
ance slot for the spring arm into the socket, leav-
ing the end of the socket intact. See Figure 2.16.

  

Figure 2.13

Spring arm

Valve stem

Compression 
spring

Stop tab

Figure 2.14

Stop tab

Figure 2.15

Figure 2.16
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2.17. If cable adjustment is necessary, it can be made 
at the support arm on the choke mounting plate. 
See Figure 2.17.

2.18. The MCR valve must be fully closed when the 
choke is fully open (Position “C”).

Figure 2.17

Bend up to tighten 
MCR cable
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